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Brain Inflammation and Microglia:
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The inflammation that accompanies acute injury has dual functions: bactericidal action and repair. Bactericidal functions protect
damaged tissue from infection, and repair functions are initiated to aid in the recovery of damaged tissue. Brain injury is somewhat
different from injuries in other tissues in two respects. First, many cases of brain injury are not accompanied by infection: there is
no chance of pathogens to enter in ischemia or even in traumatic injury if the skull is intact. Second, neurons are rarely regenerated
once damaged. This raises the question of whether bactericidal inflammation really occurs in the injured brain; if so, how is this type
of inflammation controlled? Many brain inflammation studies have been conducted using cultured microglia (brain macrophages).
Even where animal models have been used, the behavior of microglia and neurons has typically been analyzed at or after the time
of neuronal death, a time window that excludes the inflammatory response, which begins immediately after the injury. Therefore, to
understand the patterns and roles of brain inflammation in the injured brain, it is necessary to analyze the behavior of all cell types in
the injured brain immediately after the onset of injury. Based on our experience with both in vitro and in vivo experimental models
of brain inflammation, we concluded that not only microglia, but also astrocytes, blood inflammatory cells, and even neurons
participate and/or regulate brain inflammation in the injured brain. Furthermore, brain inflammation played by these cells protects
neurons and repairs damaged microenvironment but not induces neuronal damage.
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INTRODUCTION

Brain inflammation has been the therapeutic target of efforts
to treat several brain diseases, including ischemia, trauma, and
certain neurodegenerative diseases. The brain inflammation
that accompanies acute brain injury has been thought to cause
secondary injury. However, this idea raises a question: if brain
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inflammation is toxic and causes secondary injury, which in turn
induces brain inflammation causing tertiary brain damage, how is
brain injury stopped? According to this scenario, the entire brain
would ultimately be damaged, which fortunately does not occur in
injured brain.
The brain is a special organ in the context of injury insofar
as neurons, once damaged, do not regenerate. Therefore, it is
physiologically important that neurons in the injured brain be
protected. It is well known that inflammation has dual functions:
protecting tissue from infection (bactericidal inflammation), and
restoring damaged tissues (repair function) [1, 2]. However, the
injured brain is generally not open to the outside environment.
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In ischemic injury, brain damage occurs due to insufficient blood
supply; thus, there is no chance of infection. Even in traumatic
injury, pathogens cannot enter the brain if the skull is intact. These
observations raise a question whether cytotoxic bactericidal
inflammation occurs even in the absence of infection, particularly
in the brain where neurons are rarely regenerated. Recently, we
have reported that secondary neuronal death does not commonly
occur in brain and spinal cord injury models [3-5]. In contusioninduced spinal cord injury, acute neuronal death is followed by
secondary neuronal death that occurs at 12-24 h after the injury
[3]. However, in ATP-injected brain, acute neuronal death occurs
right after the injection, but secondary neuronal death does not
occur [4]. In LPS-injected brain, slow neuronal death occurs at 1-3
d after the injection [5]. However, brain inflammation that occurs
in these three different injury models is a commonly complicated
process involving microglia, monocytes, neutrophils, astrocytes,
and neurons. Furthermore, these cells struggle to protect precious
neurons in the brain rather than to cause secondary injury. In
this review, we describe the patterns of brain inflammation
characteristic of each type of cell in the injured brain, and how
brain inflammation is regulated to inhibit cytotoxic inflammation.

(MPO) can be used as a marker for neutrophils since it is highly
expressed in neutrophils but is largely undetectable in microglia
and monocytes [4, 5, 9, 12, 13]. Another hallmark of neutrophils is
the morphology of their nuclei: unlike microglia and monocytes,
neutrophils are typically polymorphonuclear. Antibodies
specific for Iba-1 can distinguish neutrophils from microglia and
monocytes since Iba-1 is expressed in microglia and monocytes
but not in neutrophils [5, 14]. Discriminating microglia from
monocytes is more challenging; however, CD45 is helpful in this
regard because it is more highly expressed in monocytes than
microglia [4, 5, 15]. Therefore, Iba-1/CD45 double-positive, round
cells are monocytes, whereas Iba-1-positive/CD45-negative cells
bearing processes (short or long) are microglia.
In addition, astrocytes and even neurons also participate in brain
inflammation [16]. Astrocytes produce several anti-inflammatory
factors [17-20] and chemokines that recruit monocytes [21], and
neurons regulate inflammation both negatively and positively
depending on the situation [22-24]. Therefore, brain inflammation
is a complicated process in which resident microglia, neutrophils,
monocytes, astrocytes, and neurons all play a role.

Cells that participate in brain inflammation

Microglia
Microglia in vivo and in vitro

It has long been accepted that the blood–brain barrier keeps
blood inflammatory cells (monocytes and neutrophils) from
getting into the brain. Thus, the prevailing view has been that
microglia-resident brain macrophages-are the only cells that
mediate brain inflammation. Recently, however, it has become
known that neutrophils and monocytes infiltrate the injured brain
and contribute to inflammation. In human autopsy samples of
spinal cord injury, neutrophils were found 1-3 days after injury, and
monocytes from 3 days to several weeks after injury [6]. Animal
models of spinal cord and brain injury also show infiltration of
neutrophils and monocytes in injury sites [3-5, 7-9]. However,
neutrophils and monocytes are still often mistaken for microglia
because of the markers that have been used to detect microglia in
the brain. OX-42, an antibody designed to detect CD11b, has been
the most often used marker of microglia in the brain. In the intact
brain, microglia are the only cells that express CD11b. However,
in the injured brain, neutrophils and monocytes, which also
express CD11b, infiltrate the brain [10, 11]. Therefore, anti-CD11b
antibodies cannot distinguish microglia from neutrophils and
monocytes, leading to the misconception that rounded neutrophils
and monocytes present in the injured brain are activated
microglia. Therefore, other markers are required to discriminate
microglia from neutrophils and monocytes. Myeloperoxidase

Morphological differences in microglia in vivo and in vitro
Since microglia were first cultured from the neonatal rat brain
[25], their properties and functions have mainly been studied
in culture. However, microglia in vitro and in vivo are quite
different in several aspects. First, they are morphologically
different. When cultured with astrocytes, microglia identified
immunohistochemically using Iba-1 and/or CD11b antibodies
show two different morphologies: one is round and loosely
attached (Fig. 1A, arrows); the other is flat and irregular, and
tightly attached (Fig. 1A, arrowheads). Usually, only round cells
were considered to be microglia since it is difficult to recognize
microglia that are tightly attached to astrocytes without staining
with anti-Iba-1 and/or anti-CD11b antibodies. Round microglia
flatten in response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and interferon
(IFN)-γ, or become flattened with a few processes in response to
gangliosides [26].
In the intact brain, however, microglia are highly ramified, a
morphology that is obviously different from that of microglia in
culture (Fig. 1B). In response to brain injury, the processes of Iba1-stained microglia become short and thick, and the number of
processes decreases; but unlike neutrophils and monocytes, these
cells never adopt a rounded, ball-like morphology (Fig. 2A, white
arrows and white arrowheads at 3 h) [3-5, 8, 9].
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Fig. 1. Microglia in culture and in the brain. (A) Microglia cultured from neonatal rat brains were stained with anti-CD11b antibodies. Microglia show
two different morphologies: round (arrows) and irregular-shaped (arrowheads). (B) Brain sections obtained from 8-week-old rats were stained with
anti-Iba-1 antibodies. Highly ramified microglia are detectable in the cortex.

Fig. 2. Time-dependent behavior of Iba-1-, and CD45-positive cells in ATP-injected rat brain substantia nigra. Serial sections obtained 3 hours to
83 days after ATP injection (“*” denotes injection sites) were immunostained for Iba-1 (A) and CD45 (B). The lower panels in (A) represent higher
magnification images of the indicated areas in the upper panels. Black arrowheads at 3 h indicate dead cells. White arrows and white arrowheads in (A)
indicate thick and short process-bearing Iba-1-positive cells. Black arrows in (A) at 2 d represent round Iba-1-positive cells. CD45-positive cells were
found around blood vessels (B, inset). Scale bars: 200 μm (A upper panel, B) and 100 μm (A lower panel). (Adapted from Jeong et al., PLoS One, 2010).

Limited microglial activation in the injured brain
The in vitro and in vivo functions of microglia are also different.
When cultured microglia are activated with several kinds
http://dx.doi.org/10.5607/en.2013.22.2.59

of inflammatory stimulators (e.g., LPS, IFN-γ, gangliosides,
thrombin), they highly express inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS) and proinflammatory cytokines [27-31]. As a result of
www.enjournal.org
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this pattern of expression, neurons co-cultured with microglia
undergo death when challenged with inflammatory stimulators
[32]. However, in the brain, microglial behavior is totally different
from that in culture. In the intact brain, microglia actively survey
the brain, identifying abnormal and/or damaged structures, such
as non-functional synapses, and phagocytosing them [33-35].
Microglia also rapidly respond to local injury. Interestingly, unlike
the concept (that is generally taken for granted) that neurons are
the most vulnerable cells in the brain, microglia and neurons die
in the damage core at the same time [3-5], and rather earlier than
neurons in the penumbra regions where secondary neuronal
death occurs [3, 5, 36]. Microglia die acutely through necrosis
in the ATP-injected brain (Fig. 2A, black arrowheads at 3 h) [4],
and undergo apoptosis in the LPS-injected brain and following
contusion-induced spinal cord injury [3, 5]. Although the cell
death mechanism of activated microglia in the brain is not well
established, we previously reported that prostaglandins produced
by enhanced cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 expression in the injured
brain may contribute [37].
Microglia adjacent to the damaged area rapidly extend their
processes to injury sites, surrounding and isolating damaged
tissue within a few minutes (Fig. 2A, white arrows at 3 h) [4, 34].
Microglia also change their morphology-their processes become
thicker and the number of processes decreases-becoming what
is termed activated microglia (Fig. 2A, white arrow heads).
However, microglia never show a round morphology like they
exhibit in culture. Although Iba-1-positive round cells are detected
beginning 2 d after damage (Fig. 2A, black arrows at 2 d), these
cells also highly express CD45, a marker of monocytes, suggesting
that these Iba-1-positive round cells are monocytes (Fig. 2B) [4, 8].
The morphologically activated resident microglia in the region
adjacent to the damage core (Fig. 2A, white arrows and white
arrowheads) are CD45-negative [4]. These cells produce some
inflammatory mediators, including interleukin (IL)-1β [4], but
not cytotoxic inflammatory mediators, even in LPS- and ATPdamaged brains, the ischemic brain, and contusion-induced
injured spinal cords [3, 4, 5, 36]. Accordingly, neurons in areas
where microglia are morphologically activated are healthy [3, 4,
38], suggesting that activated microglia are not toxic to neurons.
Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that the most
important function of activated microglia is to isolate damaged
sites as soon as possible, thereby preventing propagation of the
disrupted microenvironment to areas outside the original damage
area. In addition, activated microglia express some chemokines
and growth factors that support survival of surrounding neurons.
Thus, microglia prevent secondary neuronal damage rather than
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inducing secondary injury [4].
Microglia barely proliferate in the injured brain
One additional difference in microglial behavior between in
vitro and in vivo is proliferation. In culture, microglia proliferate
in the presence of astrocytes and/or neurons. It has been reported
that astrocytes produce microglial mitogens, including GM-CSF
(granulocyte monocyte colony-stimulating factor) [39, 40]. In
the injured brain, it has been reported that microglia are BrdUpositive, which is evidence of proliferation [41, 42]. However, the
number of Iba-1-positive round, but not ramified, cells increases
explosively between 3 and 7 days (Fig. 2A, 3 d vs. 7 d) [4, 8],
which is impossible to account for by proliferation of microglia.
Several lines of experimental evidence show why this is the case.
First, Ki67, a marker of proliferation, is mainly detectable in
Olig2 (oligodendrocyte transcription factor 2)-positive cells and
vimentin/GFAP (glial fibrillary acidic protein)-positive cells at
approximately 3 days after injury, but is not found in either round
or ramified Iba-1-positive cells at any time [8]. Second, Iba-1positive round cells that highly express CD45 appear around
blood vessels (Fig. 2B, 2 d in inset), indicating that these cells are
from the blood [3, 4, 8]. Third, depletion of blood white cells by
irradiation diminishes infiltration of microglia [5]. Therefore, Iba1-positive round cells that fill the damage core are monocytes
from the blood rather than proliferated resident microglia.
In the injured brain, a number of energy-consuming transporters
are engaged to remove glutamate and potassium flooding from
damaged cells, increasing energy requirements; however, the blood
supply is insufficient in the injured brain owing to blood vessel
damage. In this situation, it makes no physiological sense to induce
microglial proliferation, which requires considerable amounts of
energy and metabolites. Furthermore, there is a virtually endless
source of monocytes in the blood. These observations indicate
that, in the injured brain, the damage core is filled by monocytes
infiltrating from the blood rather than by proliferation of resident
microglia. In the damaged brain, the proliferation of other
cell types (e.g., oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, endothelial cells)
appears to start as part of a healing process that commences after
monocytes remove cell debris and dead cells in the damage core [8].
Why is brain inflammation different in vivo and in vitro?

Different activators in vitro and in vivo?
Microglial activation should be tightly regulated in vivo to
protect neurons in the injured brain [16]. Thus, it is curious
why microglial behavior is so different in vivo and in vitro. One
explanation for this difference is the nature of in vitro and in
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vivo inflammatory stimulators. In vitro, the phenotypes and
functions of activated microglia are usually examined by inducing
microglial activation with LPS [27], which activates MAPK
(mitogen-activated protein kinase) and STAT (signal transducer
and activator of transcription) pathways—the most important
signaling pathways involved in inducing inflammation [27-30,
43]. However, LPS rarely gets into the brain to activate microglia
since the brain-damaged environment is usually sterile, as noted
above. In the damaged brain, microglia are activated by numerous
endogenous microglial activators released by damaged cells and/
or circulating in blood, including plasma membrane components
(gangliosides); DAMPs (danger-associated molecular patterns),
such as ATP and HMGB1; and proteases released from damaged
cells [24, 28, 44, 45]. Some blood proteins that are involved in
coagulation and fibrinolysis, including thrombin, prothrombin,
plasmin and tissue plasminogen activators, can enter the brain
and activate microglia [29-31, 46]. However, these endogenous
activators may not be as strong as LPS [21, 27-29]. Notably, betaamyloid and ATP, which are known to activate microglia, are very
weak activators compared to LPS [19, 21].
Another reason for the observed difference in activation beha
vior in vitro and in vivo is the difference in the duration of mic
roglial activation. In vitro, stimuli used to activate microglia
remain in the culture dish until being removed. However, in vivo,
microglial activators produced by damage are removed by the
continuously flowing cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which turns over
about four times a day in the case of humans [47]. Therefore,
harmful factors released from damaged cells or infiltrating from
blood do not remain in the injured brain for a long time.
Astrocytes and neurons inhibit inflammation in the brain
A major determinant of the difference between in vitro and in
vivo inflammation may be the absence and presence of cell-cell
interactions, respectively. It has been reported that the interaction
of microglia with astrocytes and neurons is an important
mechanism for inhibiting excessive microglial activation. Neurons
inhibit microglial inflammatory responses through the expression
of ligands such as CD200 and fractalkine, whose receptors
are expressed in microglia [22, 23]. Consistent with this, brain
inflammation is significantly enhanced in fractalkine receptorknockout mice [23]. Therefore, neurons inhibit microglial
activation in the intact brain.
Astrocytes produce soluble factors that inhibit microglial acti
vation [16-20]; suggested candidate molecules include trans
forming growth factor (TGF)-β and prostaglandins [17, 48, 49].
Uncharacterized soluble factor(s) released from astrocytes induce
the expression of antioxidant enzymes such as HO-1 (heme
http://dx.doi.org/10.5607/en.2013.22.2.59

oxygenase-1) that inhibit microglial activation [19]. Interestingly,
in injury states, astrocytes rapidly produce anti-inflammatory
molecules [20], which could be a mechanism for inhibition of
microglial activation in the injured brain. In addition, astrocytes
support neuronal survival in several ways, including providing
neurons with growth factors and nutrients, and maintaining
homeostasis of extracellular fluid by taking up glutamate and
potassium. Recently, we found that, in spinal cord injury, the
functional loss and/or death of astrocytes precedes secondary
neuronal death [3]. On the basis of these findings, we speculate
that the loss of astrocyte function, and not brain inflammation,
could be a cause of secondary brain injury.
Monocytes in the injured brain

As is the case for microglia, the role of monocytes in the injured
brain is a matter of controversy. Monocyte activation is classified
as classical and alternative (in other words, bactericidal and
reparative) [for review, see 1]. When monocytes are exposed
to classical activators such as IFN-γ, they produce significant
amounts of cytotoxic inflammatory mediators, including reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and TNF-α. However, monocytes activated
by IL-4 and IL-13 express repair-related genes, including mannose
receptors [1]. Some studies have reported that monocytes
alternatively activated in vitro change to classically activated cells
about 7 days after transplantation in the contusion-injured spinal
cord [50]. However, it is unlikely that monocytes are classically
activated and/or change their phenotype from alternative to
classical activation since debris and dead cells disappear and a
cavity is formed after monocyte infiltration [51], indicating that
monocytes are alternatively activated and phagocytose dead cells
and debris. Furthermore, damage does not increase further during
or after monocyte infiltration [3], an outcome that would not be
possible if monocytes were classically activated and produced
cytotoxic mediators. In fact, damage increases between 12 hours
and 1 day after contusion-induced spinal cord injury, but does
not further increase thereafter [3]. Recently, we also reported that
monocytes infiltrating the injured brain and spinal cord express
alternative activation markers [3, 4]. Even in LPS-injected brains,
microarray analyses have revealed that repair-related genes,
including those for proliferation, wound healing and phagocytosis,
increase at times corresponding to monocyte infiltration [8]. At
least at the immunohistochemistry level, monocytes in the injured
brain highly express mannose receptors and lysosomal enzymes,
but not classical activation markers [4, 8]. More importantly, the
damaged brain is repaired after monocyte infiltration, as evidenced
by the fact that astrocytes, blood vessels, oligodendrocytes, myelin,
and neurites reappear and fill the damage core [8]. Monocytes
www.enjournal.org
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appear to produce certain chemokines that recruit astrocytes; thus,
astrocytes extend their processes toward monocytes during the
recovery period [8]. Therefore, the entry of monocytes into the
brain is physiologically relevant for the repair of damaged tissue.
After finishing the roles of repair, infiltrating monocytes disap
pear from the damaged brain within 1 or 2 months (Fig. 2) via two
different pathways. Most monocytes die in the brain about 5 days
after infiltration [8]. However, some monocytes differentiate into
resident brain microglia [52], providing a source of monocytederived microglia to refill areas in the damage core left by the
death of original resident microglia [4]. During this differentiation
process, monocytes exhibit a change in morphology and decreased
CD45 expression [53]; within several months of the injury, CD45
expression becomes barely detectable [4].
Neutrophils

Neutrophils are the first-responder cells that enter damaged
tissue to protect the body from infection. Thus, not surprisingly,
neutrophils express cytotoxic inflammatory mediators, including
iNOS and MPO. Neutrophils also express cytotoxic inflammatory
mediators in the injured brain [5]. Fortunately, unlike monocytes,
which appear to infiltrate injury sites independent of injury type
[3, 5, 9], the degree of neutrophil infiltration differs depending
on the extent and type of insult [5, 6, 9]. For example, neutrophils
vigorously infiltrate contusion-injured spinal cord but barely
infiltrate laceration-injured spinal cord [6]. Neutrophils also
exhibit extensive infiltration in the LPS-injected brain but show

little infiltration of the ATP-injected brain [4, 5].
There are also regional differences in the extent of neutrophil
infiltration and the degree of brain injury. When the same amount
of LPS is injected into the rat cortex, hippocampus or substantia
nigra, neutrophil infiltration is prominent in the substantia nigra in
association with extensive neuronal death; in contrast, neutrophil
infiltration is much lower in the cortex and hippocampus and
neuronal cell death is not detectable in these areas [9]. It is possible
that neurons in the substantia nigra, including dopaminergic
neurons, are more vulnerable than neurons in other areas.
However, in the substantia nigra, the extent of neuronal death is
dependent on the extent of neutrophil infiltration [5]. Therefore,
we conclude that bactericidal inflammatory mediators from
neutrophils are toxic to neurons.
Neutrophil infiltration also appears to be a mechanism for
protecting the brain in injury states although neutrophils are toxic
to neurons. Neutrophils are vigorously recruited to the damaged
brain only when there is a chance of infection: strong neutrophil
infiltration is observed in the LPS-injected brain or contusioninjured spinal cord, but not in the ATP-injected brain or lacerationinjured spinal cord [4-6], as noted above. This is because, as a
bacteria wall component, injected LPS may be perceived as a sign
of infection that recruit neutrophils. Moreover, the spinal cord is
exposed to the outside environment when injured by contusion,
which enhances the chance of infection or accompanies infection.
Therefore, in unavoidable situations, neutrophil infiltration serves
to prevent further brain damage.

Fig. 3. A proposed model to
show behavior of cells in injured
brain. In the damage core, not
only neurons but microglia and
astrocytes die. Then, neutrophils
infiltrate the brain when there is
a sign of infection. Monocytes
infiltrate and function to repair
damage sites. In the penumbra
region where neuronal death does
not occur, microglia and astrocytes
are morphologically activated and
isolate damage sites (Penumbra
case I). In the penumbra region
where secondary neuronal death
occurs, microglia and astrocytes
die rather than earlier than neurons
(Penumbra case II).
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Neutrophils infiltrating the damaged brain undergo death
about 1 day after the injury [5]. Therefore, no MPO-positive
and polymorphic nuclei-bearing cells are detectable thereafter.
However, monocytes can be misinterpreted as neutrophils, and
vice versa, since both types of cells are from the blood and express
CD11b [10, 11]. This misinterpretation may create confusion
regarding the roles of neutrophils, monocytes, and even microglia,
in the brain.
CONCLUSION

Brain inflammation in vivo is a complicated processes involving
several types of cells, including microglia, neutrophils, mono
cytes, astrocytes, and neurons (Fig. 3). Microglia in the brain
continuously survey the brain to identify even tiny structural
abnormalities in neurons. In response to injury, microglia around
injury sites rapidly isolate damaged areas and prevent propagation
of the disrupted injury site microenvironment to surrounding
areas (Fig. 3, penumbra case I). Neutrophils then infiltrate, but only
in cases where there is a risk of infection. Thereafter, monocytes
infiltrate, serving to help repair the damaged brain. Astrocytes
and neurons also participate in brain inflammation through
down-regulation of cytotoxic inflammation. It is noticeable
that in the penumbra region where secondary neuronal death
occurs, microglia and astrocytes die earlier than neurons (Fig.
3, penumbra case II). We suggest that the secondary injury that
accompanies acute injury may be caused by insufficient support
of neurons by these cells. As Dr. W. Streit put it previously [54], the
loss of beneficial functions and/or gain of detrimental functions of
microglia and astrocytes-to which we would add neutrophils and
monocytes-due to aging and genetic mutation increase the risk of
brain diseases. Therefore, the collective contribution of all cells of
the brain and blood to brain inflammation represents the utmost
effort to protect the brain from injury.
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